Quantum Brain Storm Optimization of GaN Power Amplifier Design
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a novel quantum paired brain storm optimized analysis for GaN based power amplifier in 5G environment. The GaN power amplifier has a number of modeling parameters that need to be matched with the S-parameter measurement results. These parameters are from a handful small signal models. We use a quantum state brain storm optimization to fit these parameters to make sure that they are not falling into the local solution that is good for one frequency, but not good for the others. Simulation shows clearly the sensitive region of the parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Gallium Nitride (GaN) is a column III and column V (in periodic table) direct band gap semiconductor commonly used in light-emitting diodes since the 1990s. The compound material is very hard, it has a Wurtzite crystal structure, named after the mineral Wurtzite, which is a crystal structure with a hexagonal system, or 120 degree angle. Its wide band gap of 3.4 eV affords it special properties for applications in optoelectronic [1] high-power and high-frequency devices. For example, GaN is the substrate which makes violet (blue) laser diodes possible, without using of nonlinear optical frequency-multiplication.

Its sensitivity to ionizing radiation is low, making it a suitable material for solar cell arrays for deep space applications. Because GaN transistors can operate at much higher temperatures and work at much higher voltages than traditional Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) transistors, they make ideal power amplifiers at microwave frequencies today for 5G applications.

The very high breakdown voltages [2] high electron mobility and saturation velocity of GaN has also made it an ideal candidate for high-power and high-temperature microwave applications. Potential markets for high-power/high-frequency devices based on GaN include microwave radio-frequency power amplifiers [2-4], for 5G base station wireless data transmission and high-voltage switching devices for electronic vehicle recharging stations. A potential mass-market application for GaN-based RF transistors is as the microwave source for microwave ovens, replacing the magnetrons currently used. The large band gap means that the performance of GaN transistors is maintained up to higher temperatures (~400 °C [5]) than silicon transistors (~150 °C [6]), because it lessens the effects of thermal generation of charge carriers that are inherent to any semiconductor. The first gallium
Nitride metal semiconductor field-effect transistors (GaN MESFET) were experimentally demonstrated in 1993 [7] and they are being actively developed all over the world.

In 2010 the first enhancement-mode gallium nitride transistors became generally available [8]. These devices were designed to replace power MOSFETs in applications where switching speed or power conversion efficiency is critical. These transistors, also called eGaN FETs, are built by growing a thin layer of GaN on top of a standard silicon wafer. This allows the eGaN FETs to maintain costs similar to silicon power MOSFETs but with the superior electrical performance of GaN.

Following are the main contents of our paper: 1) A Brain Storm Application GaN Transistor For 5G; 2) Modeling The Frequency Response Functions For Power Amplifier In 5G; 3) Brain Storm Optimized Transistor.

A BRAIN STORM APPLICATION FOR GAN TRANSISTOR IN 5G

To minimize the parameter extraction error encountered during the modeling process, both the GaN small signal model and the S-parameter measurement have to be accurate; such that once the actual value is found by the optimization searching process, the final model will be good to be used as a circuit simulation library. Parameter extraction is an important part of model development. Many different extraction methods have been developed [9, 10]. The appropriate methodology depends on the model and on the way the model is used. A combination of a local optimization and the group device extraction strategy is adopted for parameter extraction.

There are two main, different optimization strategies: global optimization and local optimization. Global optimization relies on the explicit use of a computer to find one set of model parameters which will best fit the available experimental (measured) data. This methodology may give the minimum average error between measured and simulated (calculated) data points, but it also treats each parameter as a "fitting" parameter. Physical parameters extracted in such a manner might yield values that are not consistent with their physical intent.

In local optimization, many parameters are extracted independently of one another. Parameters are extracted from device bias conditions which correspond to dominant physical mechanisms. Parameters which are extracted in this manner might not fit experimental data in all the bias conditions. Nonetheless, these extraction methodologies are developed specifically with respect to a given parameters physical meaning. If properly executed, it should, overall, predict extraction strategies device performance quite well. Values extracted in this manner will now have some physical relevance.

A Quantum Twin Brain Storm Optimized resource allocation structure is proposed instead of one kind for all locations, for the following reason: Each measured parameters has its own underline nonlinear functions, which are stemmed from completely different roots, by using the exact the same brain to optimize them is hard. Note that the amplifier working at for 5G and at WiFi mode will be different. A typical small signal model of GaN is shown in Figure 1.

Due to the different amplifier behavior at different frequency, there is the need to customize the modeling methods for the following reasons: 1) The direct calculation
model is too sensitive to the measurement errors. 2) The local optimization model can deal with random errors, but may not fit with the others. 3) The global optimization can fit with others, but may lose physical meaning.

The method that can handle the above three considerations is the Brain Storm Optimization (BSO) with a quantum method as shown in Figure 2. The Quantum Brain Storm Optimized approach comes from studying of actual quantum entanglement phenomenon, where a status of particle may affect the other almost instantly.

BSO algorithm is a new and promising swarm intelligence algorithm, which simulates the human brainstorming process. Through the convergent operation and divergent operation, individuals in BSO are grouped and diverged in the search space/objective space, the group is called cluster. Every individual in the BSO algorithm is not only a solution to the problem to be optimized, but also a data point to reveal the physical landscape characteristics of the distributed parameter problem, in the sense of the data mining. Swarm intelligence and data mining techniques can be combined to produce benefits above and beyond what either method could, doing so we extend the developmental capability, using a twin brain storming process setting; such that two processes are entangled together, forming a quantum bit (qubit) status. Such that if one BSO process is in a local minimum, the others will be not falling in the same spot. In quantum words, the pair is in both spots at the same time. Fairly much like the Schrödinger's cat was both live and dead at the same time. In this way, we can move the individual in the search space on different directions of different dimensions, both below the speed of light in normal space or above the speed of light in superspace, as the entanglement does.

The contributions of our work are 1) we find an important class of the brain storm that combines the quantum entanglement concept, and that can mimic the twin experience; 2) the application of the method to 5G GaN power amplifier modeling application.
MODELING THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR POWER AMPLIFIER IN 5G

Small-signal modeling is a common analysis technique in power amplifier which is used to approximate the behavior of containing nonlinearity with linear equations. It is applicable to circuits in which the AC signals, the time-varying currents and voltages in the circuit, have a small magnitude compared to the DC bias currents and voltages. A small-signal model is an AC equivalent circuit in which the nonlinear circuit elements are replaced by linear elements whose values are given by the first-order (linear) approximation of their characteristic curve near the bias point.

However in some electronic circuits such as radio receivers, sensors and signal processing circuits, the AC signals are "small" compared to the DC voltages and currents in the circuit. In these, perturbation theory can be used to derive an approximate AC equivalent circuit which is linear, allowing the AC behavior of the circuit to be calculated easily. If the characteristic curve of the device is sufficiently flat over the region occupied by the signal, using a Taylor series expansion the nonlinear function can be approximated near the bias point by its first order partial derivative. These partial derivatives represent the incremental capacitance, resistance inductance and gain seen by the signal, and can be used to create a linear equivalent circuit giving the response of the real circuit to a small AC signal. This is called the "small-signal model".

Scatter Parameters, also called S-parameters, belong to the group to two-part parameters used in two port theory. Like the Y or Z parameter, they describe the performance of a two port completely. Different to Y and Z, however, they relate to the traveling waves that are scattered or reflected when a network is inserted into a transmission line of a certain characteristic impedance ZL.

Therefore, S-parameters can be compared to reflection and through pass of a pair of spectacles. S-parameters are important in microwave design because they are easier to measure and to work with at high frequencies than other kinds of two port parameters. They are conceptually simple, analytically convenient and capable of providing detailed insight into a measurement and modeling problem. However, it must kept in mind that like all other two port parameters, S-parameters are linear by default, i.e., they represent the linear behavior of the two-part. In order to extract the small signal model parameters from the S-parameters measurement, we need some optimization method, to pick the parameters that are good for all frequencies, at the same time not sensitive to measurement errors.

BRAIN STORM OPTIMIZED TRANSISTOR

Brain Storm Optimization (BSO) is a computational method that optimizes a problem by iteratively trying to improve a candidate solution with regard to a given measure of quality. BSO optimizes a problem by having a population of candidate solutions, and evaluate these solutions in the search-space according to simple measure of distance to the final object. Each brain's solution is influenced by the best solution found in its previous iteration. BSO is originally attributed to Shi [11]. During the course of computer simulation the GaN parameters are the same as the reference [12].
Both brains adopt Lorentz transfer with either traditional normal speed individual or advanced super speed based brain parameter mapping function. This application driven transistor has only one output vector scale, contains the 19 decision weights, corresponding to the extraction success rate of each GaN node. For BSO mining, the error between the application GaN Transistor output and the expected value from the field testing. The factional error variation acts as the fitness function. The population size is a hundred, depending on the adaptation from the quantum entanglement interactions of the twin, new individual probability is 0.2, and the initial positions are of zero, the range is +5 to -5. The velocity of the quantum is 0.01%. The absolute value of the quantum speed g is 9931c, c is the speed of light, calculated from \( g^{e/2}=c^2 \), where \( e=2.71828 \). The sum of error cubic root has no bottom limit until the application driven transistor is trained less than 20 iterations. It is shown that the optimization process is convergent in the course of computer simulation. Thus a BSO trained application driven Transistor module is produced to realize the nonlinear mapping relationship between the measured S-parameters of mobile in the 5G system.

![Figure 3. Target variation optimized via quantum brains.](image1)

![Figure 4. S-parameter sensitivity analysis.](image2)

The parameter extracting success rate of the trained application GaN Transistor module is fed with the current q-point parameters when the system is measured as well. The 5G application driven transistor output is produced by the final balance of the success rate optimized with the computer simulation by the measured S-parameters. During the training period, twin BSO algorithm searches for the best solution by making brains moving around the search space according to the resulted qubit position. But when one brain is weighted as the global best brain continuously, the other brains may still searching for the better global minimum repeatedly, which gets the brain storm out of the local optimization.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of computer simulation for GaN nodes model. The application GaN Transistor output tracks the measured output of the S-parameter model closely. The training error is set to less than 0.2%. The simulation is carried out with the 13.3% variation of the output load, between Normal and Super space. The final extracted parameter variation toward the target is plotted versus the twin brain optimization cycles.
From which, we can see that the Figure 3 presents the best result, where the error is the minimum, after only a few iterations. Figure 4 shows the variations caused by the 75 ohm load imbalance, the thin part of line means the S-parameter is not sensitive to measurement error from the load change, and the thick part of line means the S-parameter is sensitive to measurement error from the load change. From above results, we see that the Quantum Brain Storm Optimized method offers the additional flexibility to fit the complicated model of situations. Due to its extra combinations of the nonlinear decision regions, it allows the search to be carried out in the 5G GaN over different loads, while single function can only fit either one load at a time, not all load situations.

CONCLUSIONS

The equations of a 5G GaN for fitting with Quantum Brain Storm Optimized Application Driven Transistor, that takes S-parameter measurement into considerations. A Power amplifier in 5G trained by brain storm optimization with Quantum entangled algorithm minimizes the impact from the measurement errors caused by load variation. The simulation shows that the proposed approach is a viable engineering solution towards the low cost high volume and precise controlling of the 5G GaN measurement system. New algorithm makes the trained decision more flexible for frequency and load customization.
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